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World Overview (1)

_ Simulation of post earthquake events
_ Robots have been sent into the disaster to

search for survivors
_ Imagine your agent as a robot that exists

within the world that is simulated by the
ARES system.

World Overview (2)
_ The world is set up in a grid fashion.
_ Each location on the map is referred to as

a grid.
_ A grid has three properties associated

with it
_ (1) The type of the grid. (i.e.) Normal ,

Fire, Killer or charging grid
_ (2) The Move cost. This is the  amount of

energy an agent will lose when they move
onto the grid.

_ (3) The stack of layers on the grid. Each
layer contains a single object. The objects
that are currently in the world include
Rubble and Survivors.

Agents and the System
_ The agents are separate programs that communicate with

the system through the use of UDP sockets.
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Execution of the Simulation

_ Agents connect to the system
_ Once the simulation starts the WORLD_INFO

command is sent out.
_ The execution of the simulation is based upon rounds
_ A round is one step of time within the simulation
_ During  a round each agent is allowed a fixed amount

of time to make a decision of what action to take in the
current round.

_ Once all actions from the agents have been collected
they are all executed together as a group and the next
round begins.

An Agent Round
_ An Agent round consists of the following steps
_ (1) The agent receives the results of its action in the last

round
_ (2) Then the agent receives all messages sent to it from

other agents
_ (3) Next the agent will get the ROUND_START command

from the system and can begin to compute what action it
will take. The system will execute the last Action that is sent
by the agent, so this means that an agent can change its
mind upon what action it will take during the round.

_ (4) The agent will get the ROUND_END. The agent must
now stop computing.
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Current System Version
_  Any rubble objects removed will disappear from the world.
_ Any survivors saved will be "beamed" to safety
_ The agents are allowed to send out as many messages as they

wish during a round, along with the action for that round.

_ Any messages sent out to other agents will not arrive till the start
of the next round.

_ Fire will not spread in the world.
_  Every piece of rubble requires at most two agents to move it

Extra Information
_ For proper format of the messages sent by agents to the

system please refer to the appendix of the paper on ARES.
_ For explanation of the graphical viewer please refer to the

appendix of the paper as well.
_ Proper Connect_OK message:
_      CONNECT_OK (ID <int>, ENG_LEV <int>. LOC (ROW <int>, COL <int> ))

_ New Command:

_       WORLD_INFO ( FILE <string> )

_ for more information on the WORLD_INFO command refer to the web
page, since it has an accurate description of the command and the
format of the file created for world information.

Any Questions ?


